
Tell your institution’s story one faculty member at a time. 

Faculty achievements are pivotal to driving growth at institutions. Faculty 
Information System (FIS) provides a centralized hub for all data and activities.  

We provide a platform for the full lifecycle of faculty from hiring and onboarding, to professional 
development, to achieving a promotion or tenure. We remove the time-consuming task of 
administrators, deans and leadership tracking, compiling and reporting on faculty activity. FIS executes 
these critical functions providing your faculty time to focus on research, teaching, and service.

Intuitive & Easy-to-Use 
Modern interface for faculty and administration
FIS is easy to navigate from the moment you log in. Our 
streamlined, modern, and simple design allows faculty to 
focus on what matters - teaching, research, and service. 

Simplified data-entry and workflows to sustain the inner-
workings of how faculty function within your institution. 

Personalized Approach
Faculty are the core of your institution
Faculty Members are essential to every institution as the 
heartbeat of supporting students, conducting research, 
publishing work, and serving on campus. Our platform caters 
to their needs in order to give them more time engaging with 
the work they are passionate about. 

Why consider FIS?

 Submit & Reuse 
Submit your information one time 

and use it frequently

Analytics & Insights
Log in anywhere to record or gather 

data. Our top-down insights offer 
you a fresh perspective

Security & Privacy
Security policies and processes in 

alignment with ISO 27001 
and SOC2 controls.

Data 
Management

 . ORCID

 . Scupus 

 . Crossref 

Activity 
Management

 . Dossier

 . Publication 

 . Bio/CV’s

Promotion
& Tenure

 . Committees 

 . Approvals

 . Offers
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Data Drives Decisions
Current and well-managed data are key to pushing your institution further in its 
mission of excellence. With engaged faculty, information and insights are available 
on demand in real-time.

Faculty members tell your institution’s 
story daily, so the centralized FIS ecosystem 
tracks and analyzes your faculty data giving 
you the tools to better tell that narrative.  
PeopleAmin’s Faculty Information System allows for faculty to track and 
maintain their own professional story, while allowing institutions to use 
that data to connect work, committees and more to better align with 
fulfilling the institution’s mission. 

Key Features
 . PERSONALIZED 

DOSSIER
A secure and comprehensive 
space for faculty to 
collect and organize their 
achievements, involvement, 
and publications

 . ACTIVITY & CV 
MANAGEMENT
Track, measure, and gather 
insights based on your 
faculty’s achievements

 . PROMOTION & TENURE
A robust rules and workflow 
engine facilitate the faculty 
review process. 

 . COMMITTEE 
MANAGEMENT
Maintain, organize, and 
centralize information

 . CONFIDENTIAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Faculty and leadership can 
confidentially recommend 
colleagues and request 
letters of recommendation.

 . FACULTY DIRECTORY
A centralized collection of 
faculty and department 
pages 
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For more information 
PeopleAdminSales@powerschool.com

HigherEd SaaS Platform
Workflow | Rules | Security | Analytics

www.PeopleAdmin.com


